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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MEASURING A CHANNEL QUALITY INDICATOR, USER 
EQUIPMENT AND BASE STATION

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method and a system for measuring a channel quality
indicator, a user equipment and a base station. The meth-
od includes: obtaining a channel quality indicator config-
uration, where the channel quality indicator configuration
includes a first combination, and the first combination
includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfer-
ing signal processing mode; performing valid signal
processing and interfering signal processing according
to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering

signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain
a valid signal and an interfering signal; performing chan-
nel quality indicator calculation according to the valid sig-
nal and the interfering signal to obtain a channel quality
indicator; and feeding the channel quality indicator back
to a base station. With technical solutions of the embod-
iments of the present invention, an effective CQI meas-
urement solution can be provided to a multi-node collab-
oration system.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 201110348361.1, filed with the Chinese Patent
Office on November 7, 2011 and entitled "METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MEASURING A CHANNEL QUALITY INDI-
CATOR, USER EQUIPMENT AND BASE STATION", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Embodiments of the present invention relate to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to
a method and a system for measuring a channel quality indicator, a user equipment and a base station.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In the prior art, a UE performs channel quality indicator (Channel Quality Indicator; CQI for short) measurement
processing, and reports a result CQI obtained through measurement processing to a base station. The base station
performs radio resource scheduling according to CQIs reported by all UEs.
[0004] Generally, when a UE performs CQI measurement processing, it is required to perform measurement processing
on a signal part and an interfering part separately, so as to calculate a CQI. For measurement on the interfering part,
the UE only measures interference on one type of fixed resource. For the measurement processing on the signal part,
the UE may perform signal measurement and processing according to a transmission mode; then the UE calculates a
signal to interference plus noise ratio (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio; SINR for short) according to a measurement
result of the signal part and a measurement result of the interfering part, and further performs quantization on the SINR
to obtain a CQI.
[0005] During implementation of the present invention, the CQI measurement processing of the prior art cannot be
applied to a multi-node collaboration system.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method and a system for measuring a channel quality indicator,
a user equipment and a base station, which are used for solving that CQI measurement cannot be applied to a multi-
node collaboration system in the art, thereby providing a channel quality indicator measurement solution applicable to
a multi-node collaboration system.
[0007] In a first aspect according to the present invention, a method for measuring a channel quality indicator is
provided and includes:

obtaining a channel quality indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes a first
combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode;
performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode
and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal;
performing channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a
channel quality indicator; and
feeding the channel quality indicator back to a base station.

[0008] In one aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the obtaining the channel quality indicator
configuration from the base station, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes the first combination,
includes:

obtaining one channel quality indicator configuration from the base station, where the one channel quality indicator
configuration includes at least one first combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering
signal includes:

performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode
and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain
one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first
combination;
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the performing channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to
obtain a channel quality indicator includes:

performing channel quality indicator calculation according to one valid signal and one interfering signal
corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one channel
quality indicator corresponding to the at least one first combination; and
the feeding the channel quality indicator back to a base station includes:

feeding the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one first combination
back to the base station.

[0009] In another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the obtaining the channel quality
indicator configuration from the base station, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes the first combi-
nation, includes:

obtaining at least one channel quality indicator configuration from the base station, where each channel quality
indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration includes the one first combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering
signal includes
performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode
and the interfering signal processing mode included in the one first combination in each channel quality indicator
configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering
signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator
configuration;
the performing channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain
a channel quality indicator includes:

performing channel quality indicator calculation according to one valid signal and one interfering signal corre-
sponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration
to obtain at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one channel quality indicator
configuration; and
the feeding the channel quality indicator back to a base station includes:

feeding the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one channel quality indicator
configuration back to the base station.

[0010] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the feeding, back to the base
station, the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator includes:

feeding, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration, so that
the base station determines, according to the channel quality indicator configuration included in the bitmap, the
channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
feeding, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration and an
index number used for indicating the configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator, so that the base
station determines, according to the bitmap and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used
for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
feeding, back to the base station, an index number of the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating
the channel quality indicator, so that the base station determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the
channel quality indicator and set in the base station and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration
used for calculating the channel quality indicator.

[0011] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the valid signal processing mode
includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal,
where the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding
processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal
forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
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a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0012] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the precoding processing mode
of performing precoding processing on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0013] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the interfering signal measurement
manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or
measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more
nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the channel quality indicator is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0014] In a second aspect according to the present invention, a method for measuring a channel quality indicator is
provided and includes:

determining a channel quality indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes a
first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal process-
ing mode;
indicating the channel quality indicator configuration to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs valid
signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering
signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs
channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a channel quality
indicator; and
receiving the channel quality indicator fed back by the user equipment.

[0015] In one aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the determining a channel quality
indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes a first combination, includes:
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determining one channel quality indicator configuration, where the one channel quality indicator configuration in-
cludes at least one first combination;
the indicating the channel quality indicator configuration to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the
interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and
performs channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a
channel quality indicator, includes
indicating the one channel quality indicator configuration to the user equipment, where the one channel quality
indicator configuration includes at least one first combination, so that the user equipment performs valid signal
processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination, and performs channel
quality indicator calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each
first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one channel quality indicator corresponding
to the at least one first combination; and
the receiving the channel quality indicator fed back by the user equipment includes:

receiving the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one first combination and fed
back by the user equipment.

[0016] In another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the determining a channel quality
indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator configuration includes a first combination, includes:

determining at least one channel quality indicator configuration, where each channel quality indicator configuration
of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration includes the one first combination;
the indicating the channel quality indicator configuration to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the
interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and
performs channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a
channel quality indicator, includes
indicating the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to the user equipment, where each channel quality
indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration includes the one first combination,
so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid
signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode in the one first combination included in the each
channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to obtain one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one
channel quality indicator configuration, and performs channel quality indicator calculation according to one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one
channel quality indicator configuration to obtain at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least
one channel quality indicator configuration; and
the receiving the channel quality indicator fed back by the user equipment includes:

receiving the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one channel quality indicator
configuration and fed back by the user equipment.

[0017] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the indicating the channel quality
indicator configuration to a user equipment includes:

sending, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration, so that the
user equipment determines, according to the channel quality indicator configuration included in the bitmap, the
channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
sending, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration and an index
number used for indicating the configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator, so that the user
equipment determines, according to the bitmap and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration
used for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
sending, to the user equipment, an index number of the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating
the channel quality indicator, so that the user equipment determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the
channel quality indicator and set in the user equipment and the index number, the channel quality indicator config-
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uration used for calculating the channel quality indicator.

[0018] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the valid signal processing mode
includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal,
where the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding
processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal
forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0019] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the precoding processing mode
of performing precoding processing on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0020] In still another aspect, in the method for measuring a channel quality indicator, the interfering signal measurement
manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or
measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more
nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the channel quality indicator is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0021] In a third aspect according to the present invention, a user equipment is provided and includes:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain a channel quality indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator
configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an
interfering signal processing mode;
a processing module, configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to
the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination obtained by
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the obtaining module to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal;
a calculating module, configured to perform channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and
the interfering signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a channel quality indicator; and
a sending module, configured to feed the channel quality indicator obtained by the calculating module back to a
base station.

[0022] In one aspect, in the user equipment, the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain one channel
quality indicator configuration from the base station, where the one channel quality indicator configuration includes at
least one first combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the
at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination
of the at least one first combination;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform channel quality indicator calculation according to one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain
at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one first combination; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least
one first combination back to the base station.
[0023] In another aspect, in the user equipment, the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain at least one
channel quality indicator configuration from the base station, where each channel quality indicator configuration of the
at least one channel quality indicator configuration includes the one first combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode included in the one first
combination in each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to
obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at
least one channel quality indicator configuration;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform channel quality indicator calculation according to one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel
quality indicator configuration to obtain at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at least one channel
quality indicator configuration; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the at
least one channel quality indicator configuration back to the base station.
[0024] In still another aspect, in the user equipment, the obtaining module is specifically configured to: obtain, from
the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration, and determine, according to
the channel quality indicator configuration included in the bitmap, the channel quality indicator configuration used for
calculating the channel quality indicator; or
obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration and an index number
used for indicating the configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator, and determine, according to the
bitmap and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator;
or
obtain, from the base station, an index number of the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the
channel quality indicator, and determine, according to a bitmap used for calculating the channel quality indicator and
set in the user equipment and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the
channel quality indicator.
[0025] In still another aspect, in the user equipment, the sending module is specifically configured to: feed, back to
the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration, so that the base station deter-
mines, according to the channel quality indicator configuration included in the bitmap, the channel quality indicator
configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
feed, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration and an index
number used for indicating the configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator, so that the base station
determines, according to the bitmap and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating
the channel quality indicator; or
feed, back to the base station, an index number of the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the
channel quality indicator, so that the base station determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the channel
quality indicator and set in the base station and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used for
calculating the channel quality indicator.
[0026] In still another aspect, in the user equipment, the valid signal processing mode includes at least one of the
following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, where the valid signal is
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obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0027] In still another aspect, in the user equipment, the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing
on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0028] In still another aspect, in the user equipment, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring
the interfering signal directly on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference
generated by one or more nodes according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the channel quality indicator is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0029] In a fourth aspect according to the present invention, a base station is provided and includes:

a determining module, configured to determine a channel quality indicator configuration, where the channel quality
indicator configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode
and an interfering signal processing mode;
an indicating module, configured to indicate the channel quality indicator configuration determined by the determining
module to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal
processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first
combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs channel quality indicator calculation
according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a channel quality indicator; and
a receiving module, configured to receive the channel quality indicator fed back by the user equipment.

[0030] In one aspect, in the base station, the determining module is specifically configured to determine one channel
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quality indicator configuration, where the one channel quality indicator configuration includes at least one first combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the one channel quality indicator configuration to the user
equipment, where the one channel quality indicator configuration includes at least one first combination, so that the user
equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain
one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination,
and performs channel quality indicator calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal cor-
responding to each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one channel quality indicator
corresponding to the at least one first combination; and
the receiving module is specifically configured to receive the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the
at least one first combination and fed back by the user equipment.
[0031] In another aspect, in the base station, the determining module is specifically configured to determine at least
one channel quality indicator configuration, where each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel
quality indicator configuration includes the one first combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to the
user equipment, where each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator config-
uration includes the one first combination, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering
signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode in the one first
combination included in the each channel quality indicator configuration of the at least one channel quality indicator
configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator con-
figuration of the at least one channel quality indicator configuration, and performs channel quality indicator calculation
according to one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each channel quality indicator configuration of
the at least one channel quality indicator configuration to obtain at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to
the at least one channel quality indicator configuration; and
the indicating module is specifically configured to receive the at least one channel quality indicator corresponding to the
at least one channel quality indicator configuration and fed back by the user equipment.
[0032] In still another aspect, in the base station, the indicating module is specifically configured to: send, to the user
equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration, so that the user equipment determines,
according to the channel quality indicator configuration included in the bitmap, the channel quality indicator configuration
used for calculating the channel quality indicator; or
send, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the channel quality indicator configuration and an index number
used for indicating the configuration used for calculating the channel quality indicator, so that the user equipment de-
termines, according to the bitmap and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating
the channel quality indicator; or
send, to the user equipment, an index number of the channel quality indicator configuration used for calculating the
channel quality indicator, so that the user equipment determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the channel
quality indicator and set in the user equipment and the index number, the channel quality indicator configuration used
for calculating the channel quality indicator.
[0033] In still another aspect, in the base station, the valid signal processing mode includes at least one of the following
items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, where the valid signal is obtained by
measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information
used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0034] In still another aspect, in the base station, the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing
on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
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processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
is at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0035] In still another aspect, in the base station, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring the
interfering signal directly on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated
by one or more nodes according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the channel quality indicator is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0036] In a fifth aspect according to the present invention, a system for measuring a CQI is provided and includes: a
base station and a user equipment, where
the base station is configured to determine a channel quality indicator configuration, where the channel quality indicator
configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an
interfering signal processing mode; and indicate the determined channel quality indicator configuration to the user
equipment;
the user equipment is configured to obtain the channel quality indicator configuration indicated by the base station,
perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the
interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs
channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by the processing
module to obtain a channel quality indicator; feed the channel quality indicator obtained by the calculating module back
to the base station; perform channel quality indicator calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal
obtained by the processing module to obtain a channel quality indicator; and feed the obtained channel quality indicator
back to the base station; and
the base station is further configured to receive the channel quality indicator fed back by the user equipment.
[0037] In a sixth aspect according to the present invention, a system for measuring a CQI is provided and includes:
a base station and a user equipment, where
the user equipment is configured to obtain a channel quality indicator configuration set in the user equipment, where
the channel quality indicator configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal
processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode; perform valid signal processing and interfering signal
processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combi-
nation to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal; perform channel quality indicator calculation according to the
valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a channel quality indicator; and feed
the channel quality indicator and the channel quality indicator configuration obtained by the calculating module back to
the base station; and
the base station is further configured to receive the channel quality indicator and the channel quality indicator configuration
fed back by the user equipment.
[0038] In the method and the system for measuring a channel quality indicator, the user equipment and the base
station of the present invention, a channel quality indicator configuration is obtained, where the channel quality indicator
configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an
interfering signal processing mode; valid signal processing and interfering signal processing are performed according
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to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal; channel quality indicator calculation is performed according to the valid signal and the
interfering signal to obtain a channel quality indicator; and the channel quality indicator is fed back to the base station.
Technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention can be applied to a multi-node collaboration system,
so as to solve a defect of the prior art that channel quality indicator measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node
collaboration system, and can provide an effective channel quality indicator measurement solution for the multi-node
collaboration system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0039] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
the following briefly introduces accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art. Appar-
ently, the accompanying drawings in the following description show some embodiments of the present invention, and
persons of ordinary skill in the art may still derive other drawings according to these accompanying drawings without
creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to still another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a UE according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a base station according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for measuring a CQI according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for measuring a CQI according to another embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0040] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the embodiments
to be described are merely a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiment of the present invention without creative efforts
shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0041] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to an embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in FIG. 1, the execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is a UE (User Equipment;
UE for short), and the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
[0042] 100: Obtain a CQI configuration.
[0043] The CQI configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing
mode and an interference processing mode.
[0044] 101: Perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal.
[0045] 102: Perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI.
[0046] 103: Feed the CQI back to a base station.
[0047] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may be applied to a multi-node collaboration system.
[0048] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, a CQI configuration is obtained, where the CQI con-
figuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering
signal processing mode; valid signal processing and interfering signal processing are performed according to the valid
signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and
an interfering signal; CQI calculation is performed according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI;
and the CQI is fed back to a base station. The technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention can be
applied to a multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be
applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-node
collaboration system.
[0049] Optionally, on a basis of the technical solution of the embodiment, the obtaining a CQI configuration in step
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100 may specifically be that a UE obtains a CQI configuration from a base station, or may further be that a UE sets a
CQI configuration in the UE, namely, the UE itself predefines a CQI configuration, or the UE may further use a default
CQI configuration.
[0050] Further optionally, when a UE obtains a CQI configuration from a base station, the CQI configuration further
includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode. Use of an air interface resource is increased when all CQI configurations are transmitted through an
air interface between the base station and the UE. In order to reduce the use of the air interface resource, a corresponding
identifier such as sequence number may be set for each first combination between the base station and the UE, and
the identifier of the first combination may only be carried in a CQI configuration message, so that the air interface
resources may be effectively reduced.
[0051] Optionally, when a UE obtains a CQI configuration from a base station, it may be specifically that the UE
receives higher-layer signaling carrying a CQI configuration and sent by the base station, and the higher-layer signaling
may be radio resource control (Radio Resource Control; RRC for short) signaling. That is to say, the CQI configuration
may be carried in the higher-layer signaling and sent to the UE.
[0052] The valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode include: measuring a reference
signal to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, where the reference signal may be a cell-specific reference signal
CRS or may also be a channel state information-reference signal CSI-RS, or may also include: measuring a channel
such as a packet dedicated control channel (Packet Dedicated Control Channel; PDCCH for short) to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal.
[0053] In an LTE communication system, the PDCCH may be a physical downlink control channel (Physical Downlink
Control Channel).
[0054] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to another embodiment of the present invention.
The execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is still a UE. As shown in FIG. 2, in the
method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is further introduced in
more detail on a basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, the method for measuring a CQI of this
embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
[0055] 201: Obtain a CQI configuration from a base station.
[0056] In this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is introduced by taking that a CQI configuration
is obtained from a base station as an example. Specifically, in this embodiment, the CQI configuration includes at least
one first combination; each first combination includes a signal processing mode and an interference processing mode.
[0057] 201: Perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain
one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination.
[0058] 202: Perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to
each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one
first combination.
[0059] 203: Feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination back to the base station.
[0060] In this embodiment, each first combination, one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to the first
combination, and one CQI corresponding to the first combination are in one-to-one correspondence.
[0061] Specifically, 200 to 203 in this embodiment are specifically a procedure of detailing step 100 to step 103 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 1.
[0062] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may at least be applied to a scenario in which dynamic
node selecting or dynamic node silence is used as a collaboration method in a multi-node collaboration system.
[0063] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, a CQI configuration is obtained from a base station;
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing are performed according to a valid signal processing mode and
an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal
and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination; CQI calculation
is performed according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of
the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination; the at
least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination is fed back to the base station. The technical solution
of this embodiment can be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI
measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement
solution to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0064] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to still another embodiment of the present
invention. The execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is still a UE. As shown in FIG. 3,
in the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is further introduced
in more detail on a basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 3, the method for measuring a CQI of
this embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
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[0065] 300: Obtain at least one CQI configuration from a base station.
[0066] In this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is introduced by taking that a CQI configuration
is obtained from a base station as an example. Specifically, in this embodiment, a UE obtains at least one CQI configuration
from a base station, where each CQI configuration includes a first combination; each combination of a signal processing
mode and an interference processing mode includes a signal processing mode and an interference processing mode.
[0067] 301: Perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode included in the first combination in each CQI configuration of the at
least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration
of the at least one CQI configuration.
[0068] 302: Perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to
each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one
CQI configuration.
[0069] 303: Feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration back to the base station.
[0070] In this embodiment, each CQI configuration, one first combination corresponding to the CQI configuration, and
one CQI corresponding to the CQI configuration are in one-to-one correspondence.
[0071] Specifically, 300 to 303 in this embodiment are specifically a procedure of detailing step 100 to step 103 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 1.
[0072] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may at least be applied to a scenario in which various
different multi-node collaboration technologies are used as collaboration methods in a multi-node collaboration system,
and each collaboration method corresponds to one type of CQI configuration. For example, the base station, during
scheduling, may select and use one of joint transmission/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node as a manner for the
UE to transmit data, so the UE needs to calculate a CQI corresponding to the collaboration method of joint transmis-
sion/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node and feed the CQI back to the base station, and therefore the base station
selects a collaboration method to schedule the UE. Also the base station may further implement switching among various
collaboration methods.
[0073] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, at least one CQI configuration is obtained from a base
station; valid signal processing and interfering signal processing are performed according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode included in the first combination in each CQI configuration of the at
least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration
of the at least one CQI configuration; CQI calculation is performed according to the one valid signal and the one interfering
signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corre-
sponding to the at least one CQI configuration; the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration
is fed back to the base station. The technical solution of this embodiment can be applied to a multi-node collaboration
system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration
system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0074] In the embodiments shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, in step 100, step 200 or step 300, that a UE obtains
a CQI configuration from a base station may specifically further include the following steps.

(1) Obtain, from the base station, a bitmap (Bitmap) used for indicating the CQI configuration, and determine,
according to the CQI configuration included in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
For example, in step 200, when a CQI configuration is obtained from a base station, a bitmap corresponding to the
CQI configuration may be obtained. Correspondingly, the bitmap may be one-dimensional. For example, the bitmap
may indicate a first combination. For example, the bitmap may indicate whether resources in the CQI configuration
are correspondingly applied to signal measurement processing or interference measurement processing, and dif-
ferent processing methods. Correspondingly, the bitmap may also be two-dimensional. For example, the bitmap
may indicate information of at least two first combinations or at least two CQI configurations.
Optionally, for example, in 300, when at least one CQI configuration is obtained from a base station, each CQI
configuration only includes one first combination. When a CQI configuration is obtained from the base station, the
correspondingly obtained bitmap may be one-dimensional. When at least two CQI configurations are obtained from
the base station, the correspondingly obtained bitmap is two-dimensional, and each row may denote a CQI config-
uration. The bitmap may be further used to denote one predefined CQI configuration or some predefined CQI
configurations according to which the UE is required to perform CQI measurement.
(2) Obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating a configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determine, according to the bitmap and the index number,
a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
(3) Obtain, from the base station, an index number of a CQI configuration used for calculating a CQI, and determine,
according to a bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in a UE and the index number, a CQI configuration used
for calculating the CQI.
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[0075] In order to effectively save an air interface resource, an index number corresponding to a CQI configuration
used for calculating a CQI may be defined between the base station and the UE. During use, the base station may only
indicate an index number corresponding to a CQI configuration to the UE, so that the UE may determine a corresponding
CQI configuration according to the index number corresponding to the CQI configuration, and therefore the air interface
resource can be effectively saved.
[0076] Here, the description on the bitmap and the index number indicating the configuration used for calculating the
CQI is only an example and during actual use, the bitmap and the index number may be used to indicate any indication
information in the present invention, such as a CQI configuration and all corresponding information.
[0077] At first, it should be noted that, the valid signal processing mode in the first combination in the CQI configuration
includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal,
where the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource bearing a valid signal; a precoding processing mode of
performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal;
and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0078] The precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal includes: a manner indicating
that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding process-
ing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding processing
is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding processing is
used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding at the time of
using joint precoding processing.
[0079] Further optionally, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly
on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes
according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes: a manner indicating
that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding process-
ing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding processing
is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding processing is
used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding at the time of
using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating the
CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.
[0080] A default CQI configuration may be set between the base station and the UE and a default first combination
may be further set between the base station and the UE; when the base station does not explicitly indicate a first
combination, the UE may consider by default that the base station uses a default or predefined first combination.
[0081] In one embodiment, a resource bearing an interfering signal may be a reference signal, and the interfering
signal measurement manner may be to measure interference information directly measuring the reference signal; the
resource bearing an interfering signal may be channel information, such as PDCCH, and the interfering signal meas-
urement manner may be to measure interference information on a time-frequency resource bearing the channel infor-
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mation. Precoding and/or power adjustment may be further performed on the interference information.
[0082] The bitmap (Bitmap) used in the embodiment is used for reflecting the interference processing mode and the
signal processing mode in a combination of the interference processing mode and the signal processing mode. One
two-dimensional bitmap table is shown in Table 1, in which each row denotes one CQI configuration, or information in
Table 1 may also be denoted by using a plurality of one-dimensional bitmaps. That the CQI configuration in the Table
1 only includes a combination of a signal processing mode and an interference processing mode is taken as an example.
When one CQI configuration includes a plurality of combinations of a signal processing mode and an interference
processing mode, each combination of a signal processing mode and an interference processing mode may be further
divided, and details are not repeatedly described herein.

[0083] The interference obtaining manner 1 may be to measure an interfering signal directly on the resource used for
bearing the interfering signal, and may specifically be to obtain the interfering signal by measuring the reference signal.
[0084] The interference obtaining manner 2 may be to measure interference generated by one or more nodes according
to a resource bearing a channel of one or more nodes, and may be specifically to obtain an interfering signal by measuring
the channel.
[0085] Or, one two-dimensional bitmap table is shown in Table 2, in which each row denotes one CQI configuration.

Table 1

CQI 
configuration

Resource 1 Resource 2 Resource 3 Resource 4
Corresponding 
transmission 
method

CQI 
configuration 
1

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Interference obtaining 
manner 2

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Single-node 
transmission

CQI 
configuration 
2

Valid signal Valid signal
Interference obtaining 
manner 1

No indication
Joint transmission: 
jointly process a 
signal

CQI 
configuration 
3

Valid signal Valid signal
Interference obtaining 
manner 1

Valid signal
Joint transmission: 
jointly process a 
signal

CQI 
configuration 
4

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Interference obtaining 
manner 2: generate an 
emission weight according to 
interference coordination

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Interference 
coordination and 
single-node 
transmission

CQI 
configuration 
5

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Interference obtaining 
manner 2

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Dynamic node 
selection

CQI 
configuration 
6

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Dynamic node 
selection

CQI 
configuration 
7

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Interference obtaining 
manner 2

Valid signal
Dynamic node 
selection

CQI 
configuration 
8

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Silence
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Dynamic node 
silence

CQI 
configuration 
9

Silence
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Valid signal
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 2

Dynamic node 
silence

CQI 
configuration 
10

Silence
Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1

Interference obtaining 
manner 2

Valid signal
Dynamic node 
silence
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That the CQI configuration in the Table 2 only includes a combination of a signal processing mode and an interference
processing mode is taken as an example. When one CQI configuration includes a plurality of combinations of a signal
processing mode and an interference processing mode, each combination of a signal processing mode and an interfer-
ence processing mode may be further divided, and details are not repeatedly described herein. RSRP in the table
denotes reference signal receiving power (Reference Signal Receiving Power; RSRP for short), and CoMP denotes
coordinated multi-point transmission/reception (Coordinated Multi-Point transmission/reception; CoMP for short).
[0086] The information in Table 2 may also be denoted by using a plurality of one-dimensional bitmaps.
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Table 2

CQI 
configuration

Resource 
1

Resource 2 Resource 3 Resource 4 Resource 5

Corresponding 
transmission method, 
and combination of 
signal processing 
mode and interference 
combination manner

CQI 
configuration 
1

Valid 
signal

Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Interference 
obtaining 
manner 1 
(interference 
out of 
collaboration 
node set)

Dynamic node 
selection/dynamic 
node silence 
(combination 1)

CQI 
configuration 
2

Blank/
silence

Valid signal
Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Dynamic node 
selection/dynamic 
node silence 
(combination 2)

CQI 
configuration 
3

Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Valid signal
Blank/
silence

Dynamic node 
selection/dynamic 
node silence 
(combination 3)

CQI 
configuration 
4

Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Blank/
silence

Valid signal

Dynamic node 
selection/dynamic 
node silence 
(combination 4)

CQI 
configuration 
5

Valid 
signal

Interfering 
signal 
(codebook-
based)

Interfering 
signal 
(codebook-
based)

Interfering 
signal 
(codebook-
based)

Coordination 
scheduling/
coordination beam 
forming, and single-
node transmission

CQI 
configuration 
6

Valid 
signal

Valid signal Valid signal Valid signal
Joint transmission 
(combination 1)

CQI 
configuration 
7

Valid 
signal

Valid signal
Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP3)

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP4)

Joint transmission 
(combination 2)

CQI 
configuration 
8

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP1)

Valid signal
Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP3)

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP4)

Dynamic node 
selection 
(combination 1)

CQI 
configuration 
9

Valid 
signal

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP2)

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP3)

Interfering 
signal 
(RSRP4)

Dynamic node 
selection 
(combination 2)

CQI 
configuration 
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[0087] The interference obtaining manner 1 may be to measure an interfering signal directly on the resource used for
bearing the interfering signal, and may specifically be to obtain the interfering signal by measuring the reference signal.
[0088] The interference obtaining manner 2 may be to measure interference generated by one or more nodes according
to a resource bearing a channel of one or more nodes, and may be specifically to obtain an interfering signal by measuring
the channel.
[0089] It should be noted that, in both 200 and 300 in the embodiments shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 3, that a UE obtains
a CQI configuration message from a base station is taken as an example. In 100 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 1,
the UE may also set a CQI configuration in the UE, namely, the UE itself predefines a CQI configuration. Specifically,
the UE may define a first combination in the CQI configuration. Specifically, step 200 in the embodiment may be replaced
with "a UE sets a CQI configuration in the UE, where the CQI configuration may include at least one first combination ",
or step 300 in the embodiment may also be replaced with "a UE sets at least one CQI configuration in the UE, where
each CQI configuration may include one first combination"; for the rest, reference may be made to the record of step
201 to step 203 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, or reference may be made to the record of step 301 to step 303 in
the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0090] When the UE predefines a CQI configuration, the base station does not know the type of CQI configuration for
which the CQI fed back by the UE in step 103 of the embodiment is calculated, so after setting a CQI configuration in
the UE, the UE needs to feed the CQI configuration back to the base station, so as to inform the base station that the
CQI is calculated based on the CQI configuration. Specifically, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI may
be fed back to the base station before 103 or after 103.
[0091] Further, for a form in which the UE feeds a CQI configuration back to the base station, reference may be made
to a form in which the UE obtains a CQI configuration from the base station involved in the embodiment, or various forms
may also be included; for example, the following several forms may be included:

(a) A UE feeds, back to a base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the base station
determines, according to a CQI configuration included in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating the
CQI; or
(b) A UE feeds, back to a base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number
used for indicating a configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the base station determines, according to
the bitmap and the index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
(c) A UE feeds, back to a base station, an index number of a CQI configuration used for calculating a CQI, so that
the base station determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in the base station and the
index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

[0092] For details, reference may be made to the record of the manner in which the UE obtains a CQI configuration
from the base station, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0093] FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 4, the execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is a base
station, and the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
[0094] 400: Determine a CQI configuration.
[0095] In this embodiment, the CQI configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a
valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode.
[0096] 401: Indicate the CQI configuration to a UE, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering
signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first
combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal
and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI.
[0097] 402: Receive the CQI fed back by the UE.
[0098] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the technical solution of the embodiment of the present
invention is described at a side of the base station. The difference between this embodiment and the embodiment shown
in FIG. 1 only lies in that: in this embodiment, it is explicit that a base station indicates a CQI configuration to a UE and
the technical solution of the present invention is described at the base station side, and for the rest implementation
process, reference may be also made to the relevant record of the foregoing embodiment.
[0099] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may be applied to a multi-node collaboration system.
[0100] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, a base station determines a CQI configuration; indicates
the CQI configuration to a UE, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according
to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to
obtain a CQI; and receives the CQI fed back by the UE. The technical solution of this embodiment can be applied to a
multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be applied to a
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multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-node collaboration
system.
[0101] FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present
invention. The execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is still a base station. As shown
in FIG. 5, in the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is further
introduced in more detail on a basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 5, the method for measuring
a CQI of this embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
[0102] 500: Determine a CQI configuration.
[0103] In this embodiment, the CQI configuration includes at least one first combination.
[0104] 501: Indicate the CQI configuration to a UE, where the CQI configuration includes at least one first combination,
so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain
one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination,
and performs CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first
combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first
combination.
[0105] In this embodiment, each first combination and a CQI corresponding to the first combination are in one-to-one
correspondence.
[0106] 502: Receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination fed back by the UE.
[0107] Specifically, 500 to 502 in this embodiment are specifically a procedure of detailing step 400 to step 402 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 4. Also, the difference between the technical solution of this embodiment and the technical
solution of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2 only lies in that: in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the technical solution
of the embodiment of the present invention is described at the UE side, while in this embodiment, the technical solution
of the embodiment of the present invention is described at the base station side; for details, reference may also be made
to the record of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0108] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may at least be applied to a scenario in which dynamic
node selecting or dynamic node silence is used as a collaboration method in a multi-node collaboration system.
[0109] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, a base station determines a CQI configuration; indicates
the CQI configuration to a UE, where the CQI configuration includes at least one first combination, so that the UE performs
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering
signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination, and performs CQI calculation
according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least
one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination; and receives the at
least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination fed back by the UE. The technical solution of this
embodiment can be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI
measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement
solution to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0110] FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a method for measuring a CQI according to yet another embodiment of the present
invention. The execution body of the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment is still a base station. As shown
in FIG. 6, in the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the technical solution of the present invention is further
introduced in more detail on a basis of the embodiment shown in FIG. 4. As shown in FIG. 6, the method for measuring
a CQI of this embodiment may specifically include the following steps.
[0111] 600: Determine at least one CQI configuration.
[0112] In this embodiment, each CQI configuration includes one first combination.
[0113] 601: Indicate the at least one CQI configuration to a UE, where each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI
configuration includes one first combination, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal
processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode included in the one
first combination in each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI
calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of
the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration.
[0114] 602: Receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration fed back by the UE.
[0115] In this embodiment, each CQI configuration, a first combination corresponding to the CQI configuration, and a
CQI corresponding to the CQI configuration are in one-to-one correspondence.
[0116] Specifically, 600 to 602 in this embodiment are specifically a procedure of detailing step 400 to step 402 in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 4. Also, the difference between the technical solution of this embodiment and the technical
solution of the embodiment shown in FIG. 3 only lies in that: in the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the technical solution
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of the embodiment of the present invention is described at the UE side, while in this embodiment, the technical solution
of the embodiment of the present invention is described at the base station side; for details, reference may also be made
to the record of the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0117] The method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may at least be applied to a scenario in which various
different multi-node collaboration technologies are used as collaboration methods in a multi-node collaboration system,
and each collaboration method corresponds to one type of CQI configuration. For example, the base station, during
scheduling, may select and use one of joint transmission/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node as a manner for the
UE to transmit data, so the UE needs to calculate a CQI corresponding to the collaboration method of joint transmis-
sion/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node and feed the CQI back to the base station, and therefore the base station
selects a collaboration method to schedule the UE. Also the base station may further implement switching among various
collaboration methods.
[0118] In the method for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, a base station determines at least one CQI configuration;
indicates the at least one CQI configuration to a UE, where each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration
includes one first combination, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according
to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode included in the one first combination in
each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corre-
sponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI calculation according to the
one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration
to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and receives the at least one CQI
corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration fed back by the UE. The technical solution of this embodiment can
be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot
be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-
node collaboration system.
[0119] Optionally, in 401, 501 and 601 in the embodiments shown in FIG. 4, FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, when a base station
indicates a CQI configuration to a UE (no matter whether there is one CQI or a plurality of CQIs, and no matter whether
one CQI includes one first combination or includes a plurality of first combinations), the following manner may be adopted
to indicate the CQI configuration to the UE:

(i) Send, to a UE, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the UE determines, according to a CQI
configuration included in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
(ii) Send, to a UE, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for indicating a
configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the UE determines, according to the bitmap and the index number,
a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
(iii) Send, to a UE, an index number of a CQI configuration used for calculating a CQI, so that the UE determines,
according to a bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in a UE and the index number, a CQI configuration used
for calculating the CQI.

[0120] In the embodiment, the valid signal processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication
information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, where the valid signal is obtained by measuring the
resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for
performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0121] Further optionally, the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal includes: a
manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding process-
ing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding processing
is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding processing is
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used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding at the time of
using joint precoding processing.
[0122] Further optionally, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly
on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes
according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0123] The valid signal processing mode and the interference processing mode in the embodiments shown in FIG. 4,
FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 of the UE side are the same as the valid signal processing mode and the interference processing
mode in the embodiments shown in FIG. 1, FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 of the base station side; for details, reference may also
be made to the record of the embodiment of the base station side, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0124] In the process that the UE calculates a CQI, when a first combination includes one or more valid signal processing
modes and one or more interfering signal processing modes, the UE may obtain one or more valid signals and one or
more interfering signals for this first combination. The UE may first process a valid signal and an interfering signal and
then calculate a CQI according to the valid signal and the interfering signal obtained through processing, or may also
directly calculate a CQI according to a valid signal and an interfering signal which are obtained.
[0125] When the UE obtains one valid signal according to a plurality of valid signal processing modes included in one
first combination, the UE first obtains one valid signal according to each corresponding valid signal processing mode,
and then obtains one valid signal used for calculating a CQI according to the following manners:

perform maximum ratio combining or weighting combining or equal ratio combining on a plurality of valid signals of
all obtained valid signals; or
select a maximum or minimum valid signal from a plurality of obtained valid signals of all obtained valid signals; or
perform statistical averaging or statistical processing on a plurality of obtained valid signals of all obtained valid
signals to obtain a statistical average.

[0126] When the UE obtains an interfering signal according to a plurality of interfering signal processing modes included
in one first combination, the UE first obtains one interfering signal according to each corresponding interfering signal
processing mode, and then obtains one interfering signal used for calculating a CQI according to the following manners:

perform maximum ratio combining or weighting combining or equal ratio combining on a plurality of obtained inter-
fering signals of all obtained interfering signals; or
select a maximum or minimum interfering signal from a plurality of obtained interfering signals of all obtained inter-
fering signals; or
perform statistical averaging or statistical processing on a plurality of obtained interfering signals of all obtained
interfering signals to obtain a statistical average.

[0127] When the UE calculates a CQI according to one valid signal and a plurality of interfering signals which are
obtained, the UE may obtain, through calculation, one CQI according to the one valid signal and each interfering signal
of the plurality of interfering signals, thereby obtaining a plurality of CQIs.
[0128] When the UE calculates a CQI according to a plurality of valid signals and one interfering signal which are
obtained, the UE may obtain, through calculation, one CQI according to each valid signal of the plurality of valid signals
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and the one interfering signal, thereby obtaining a plurality of CQIs.
[0129] When the UE obtains a plurality of valid signals and a plurality of interfering signals, the UE may obtain, through
calculation, one CQI according to each valid signal of the plurality of valid signals and each interfering signal of the
plurality of interfering signals, thereby obtaining a plurality of CQIs.
[0130] When the UE feeds back a CQI, the UE may perform the feedback in the following several manners (when the
UE obtains a plurality of valid signal processing modes or a plurality of interfering signal processing modes according
to a first combination, if there is a processing valid signal or a processing interfering signal selected by the UE, or a
processing CQI selected by the UE, the CQI may be fed back according to a predefined valid signal processing mode,
an interfering signal processing mode selected by the user, a CQI processing mode selected by the user, or simultaneously
a valid signal processing mode selected by the UE, an interfering signal processing mode selected by the UE, and a
CQI processing mode selected by the UE corresponding to the CQI is fed back):

(1) A UE feeds back a CQI.

[0131] When the UE only obtains, through calculation, one CQI, the UE feeds back the CQI.
[0132] When the UE obtains, through calculation, a plurality of CQIs, the UE performs the following processing to
obtain one CQI, and feeds back the CQI:
[0133] The UE selects one CQI from the plurality of CQIs obtained through calculation and feeds the selected CQI
back to a base station; or
[0134] The UE obtains, through processing, one CQI from the plurality of CQIs obtained through calculation and feeds
the CQI back to a base station.
[0135] A selection manner may include: selecting a maximum or minimum CQI from a plurality of CQIs.
[0136] A processing mode includes: obtaining a statistical average by performing statistical processing or maximum
ratio combining or weighting combining or equal ratio combining on SINRs corresponding to a plurality of CQIs, and
then performing quantization on the statistical average to obtain a CQI to be fed back.

(2) A UE feeds back a plurality of CQIs.

[0137] The UE directly feeds a plurality of CQIs obtained through calculation back to a base station; or
[0138] The UE divides a plurality of CQIs into several groups, obtains, through processing, one CQI for each group
and feeds back the CQI. For processing of each group of CQIs, when the UE feeds back one CQI, the UE obtains,
through processing, any one of various manners of one CQI from a plurality of CQIs; or
[0139] The UE selects maximum M CQIs or minimum M CQIs from the plurality of CQIs obtained through calculation
and feeds the selected CQIs back to the base station.
[0140] When the base station processes a CQI, the base station performs scheduling processing according to CQIs
fed back by all UEs governed by the base station (and valid signal processing modes selected by the UEs, interfering
signal processing modes selected by the UEs, and CQI processing modes selected by the UEs corresponding to the
CQIs fed back by all the UEs) and other channel state information (such as PMI and RI), allocates time-frequency
resources available for the base station, separately uses different time-frequency resources to provide a service to
certain UEs, and determines an MCS, a precoding vector, the number of layers, and so on, which are used at the time
of serving a corresponding UE.
[0141] The valid signal forming manner may include: specifically obtaining a valid signal in a direct adding manner or
by using joint precoding processing when the valid signal is measured from several resources and obtained through
processing.
[0142] The interfering signal forming manner may include: performing various adding or subtracting processing on
several interfering signals which are obtained through measurement processing, such as, adding several interfering
signals obtained through measurement processing, or subtracting another or several interfering signals obtained through
measurement processing from one interfering signal obtained through measurement processing.
[0143] The following takes two examples for detailed description:
[0144] In an embodiment, a valid signal (from node 1) is obtained through measurement on resource 1; channels
(which are channels from node 2 and node 3, respectively) are obtained through measurement performed on resource
2 and resource 3, respectively, corresponding processing (such as precoding processing and/or power adjustment) is
performed on the obtained channels, and then the processed channels are used as a part of an interfering signal;
interference is directly measured on resource 4 (the measured interference includes interference generated from all
nodes other than the node 1, node 2, and node 3), and the interference is used as another part of the interfering signal;
the two parts of the interfering signal are directly added to obtain the interfering signal used for calculating a CQI. This
method corresponds to a scenario in which the node 2 and node 3 use interference coordination processing (such as
precoding processing and/or power adjustment) corresponding to a CQI configuration.
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[0145] In an embodiment, a valid signal (from node 1) is obtained through measurement on resource 1; channels are
obtained through measurement performed on resource 2 and resource 3, respectively, corresponding processing (such
as precoding processing and/or power adjustment) is performed on the obtained channels, the channels measured on
resource 2 and resource 3, respectively are channels from node 2 and node 3, and signals obtained through measurement
processing from the resource 2 and resource 3 are used as interfering signals from the node 2 and node 3; an interfering
signal is directly measured on resource 4 (the measured interference includes interference generated from all nodes
other than node 1, node 2, and node 3); the interfering signals obtained through measurement processing on the resource
2 and resource 3 are subtracted from the interfering signal measured on the resource 4 to obtain the interference used
for calculating a CQI. This method corresponds to a scenario in which node 2 and node 3 use silence blanking.
[0146] Persons of ordinary skill in the art should understand that, all or a part of the steps of the foregoing method
embodiments may be implemented by a program instructing relevant hardware. The foregoing program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium. When the program runs, the steps of the foregoing method embodiments are
performed. The foregoing storage medium includes various mediums capable of storing program code, such as a ROM,
a RAM, a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0147] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a UE according to an embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 7, the UE of this embodiment may specifically include: an obtaining module 10, a processing module 11,
a calculating module 12 and a sending module 13.
[0148] The obtaining module 10 is configured to obtain a CQI configuration, where the CQI configuration includes a
first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode. The processing module 11 is connected to the obtaining module 10, and the processing module 11 is configured
to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and
the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination obtained by the obtaining module 10 to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal. The calculating module 12 is connected to the processing module 11, and the calculating
module 12 is configured to perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by
the processing module 11 to obtain a CQI. The sending module 13 is connected to the calculating module 12, and the
sending module 13 is configured to feed the CQI obtained by the calculating module 12 through calculation back to a
base station.
[0149] The UE of this embodiment may be applied to a multi-node collaboration system.
[0150] In the UE of this embodiment, a specific implementation mechanism of measuring a CQI by adopting the
modules is the same as an implementation mechanism of the relevant method embodiment; for details, reference may
be made to the record of the relevant method embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0151] The UE of this embodiment, by adopting the modules, can obtain a CQI configuration, where the CQI config-
uration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering
signal processing mode; perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal
processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an
interfering signal; perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI; and
feed the CQI back to a base station. The technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention can be applied
to a multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be applied
to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-node collab-
oration system.
[0152] On a basis of the UE of the shown embodiment, the following technical solution may be further included.
[0153] In the UE of this embodiment, the obtaining module 10 may be specifically configured to obtain a CQI config-
uration from the base station. For example, the obtaining module 10 may be specifically configured to receive higher-
layer signaling carrying the CQI configuration and sent by the base station, where the higher-layer signaling includes
RRC signaling.
[0154] Optionally, for example, in a scenario in which dynamic node selection or dynamic node silence is used as a
collaboration method in a multi-node collaboration system to which the UE is applied, the obtaining module 10 in the
UE of this embodiment is specifically configured to obtain one CQI configuration from a base station, where the CQI
configuration includes at least one first combination. The processing module 11 is specifically configured to perform
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering
signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination. The calculating module
13 is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal
corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination obtained by the processing module 11 to
obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination. The sending module 13 is specifically
configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination obtained by the calculating
module 13 back to the base station.
[0155] Optionally, in a scenario in which various different multi-node collaboration technologies are used as collabo-
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ration methods in a multi-node collaboration system, each collaboration method corresponds to one type of CQI con-
figuration. For example, the base station, during scheduling, may select and use one of joint transmission/collaboration
scheduling/dynamic node as a manner for the UE to transmit data, so the UE needs to calculate a CQI corresponding
to the collaboration method of joint transmission/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node and feed the CQI back to the
base station, and therefore the base station selects a collaboration method to schedule the UE. Also the base station
may further implement switching among various collaboration methods. In the scenario in which various different multi-
node collaboration technologies are used as collaboration methods in a multi-node collaboration system, the obtaining
module 10 in the UE of this embodiment is specifically configured to obtain at least one CQI configuration from the base
station, where each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration includes one first combination. The processing
module 11 is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to
the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode included in the first combination in each
CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration obtained by the obtaining module 10 to obtain one valid signal
and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration. The calculating
module 12 is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering
signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration obtained by the processing module
11 to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration. The sending module 13 is specifically
configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration obtained by the calculating
module 12 back to the base station.
[0156] Optionally, in the UE of this embodiment, the obtaining module 10 is specifically configured to obtain, from the
base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, and determine, according to a CQI configuration included
in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
the obtaining module 10 is specifically configured to obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI
configuration and an index number used for indicating a configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determine,
according to the bitmap and the index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
the obtaining module 10 is specifically configured to obtain, from the base station, an index number of a CQI configuration
used for calculating a CQI, and determine, according to a bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in a UE and the
index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.
[0157] Optionally, in the UE of this embodiment, specifically the obtaining module 10 may also obtain a CQI configu-
ration, of the UE, set in the UE. In this case, correspondingly, the sending module 13 is specifically further configured
to feed the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI back to the base station, so as to inform the base station that
the CQI fed back is calculated based on the CQI configuration. For example, the sending module 14 may be further
specifically configured to feed, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the
base station determines, according to a CQI configuration included in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating
the CQI; or the sending module 14 may be further specifically configured to feed, back to the base station, a bitmap
used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for indicating a configuration used for calculating
the CQI, so that the base station determines, according to the bitmap and the index number, a CQI configuration used
for calculating the CQI; or the sending module 14 may be further specifically configured to feed, back to the base station,
an index number of a CQI configuration used for calculating a CQI, so that the base station determines, according to a
bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in the base station and the index number, a CQI configuration used for
calculating the CQI.
[0158] Optionally, in the UE of this embodiment, the valid signal processing mode includes at least one of the following
items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, where the valid signal is obtained by
measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information
used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0159] Further optionally, the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
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codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0160] Further optionally, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly
on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes
according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes: a manner that
precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding process-
ing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding processing
is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a codebook
used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding processing is
used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding at the time of
using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating the
CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.
[0161] The user equipment obtains a CQI configuration from the base station.
[0162] For the CQI configuration

(1) the user equipment determines one or more combinations of a valid signal processing mode and an interfering
signal processing mode;
(2) performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing separately according to each combination of
a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode, and obtains, through calculation, one or
more CQIs according to a valid signal and an interfering signal obtained after the processing; and
(3) feeds the one or more CQIs obtained through calculation back to the base station; or
the user equipment obtains a plurality of CQI configurations from the base station;

[0163] For each CQI configuration

(1) the user equipment determines one combination of a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode;
(2) performs valid signal and interfering signal processing according to the combination of a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode, and obtains, through calculation, one CQI according to a valid
signal and an interfering signal obtained after the processing; and
(3) feeds the CQI obtained through calculation back to the base station.

[0164] In the UE of this embodiment, the various optional technical solutions may be put together to form an embodiment
of the present invention. In an actual application, the various optional technical solutions may be combined in any
combining manner to form an optional embodiment of the present invention.
[0165] In the UE of this embodiment, a specific implementation mechanism of measuring a CQI by adopting the
modules is the same as an implementation mechanism of the relevant method embodiment; for details, reference may
be made to the record of the relevant method embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0166] The UE of this embodiment, by adopting the modules, can solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement
cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the
multi-node collaboration system.
[0167] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a base station according to an embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in FIG. 8, the base station of this embodiment may be applied to a multi-node collaboration system. The base
station of this embodiment may specifically include: a determining module 20, an indicating module 21 and a receiving
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module 22.
[0168] In the base station of this embodiment, the determining module 20 is configured to determine a CQI configuration,
where the CQI configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode. The indicating module 21 is connected to a setting module 20, and
the indicating module 21 is configured to indicate the CQI configuration determined by the determining module 20 to a
UE, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal
processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an
interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI.
The receiving module 22 is configured to receive the CQI fed back by the UE.
[0169] In the base station of this embodiment, a specific implementation mechanism of measuring a CQI by adopting
the modules is the same as an implementation mechanism of the relevant method embodiment; for details, reference
may be made to the record of the relevant method embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0170] The base station of this embodiment, by adopting the modules, determines a CQI configuration; indicates the
CQI configuration to a UE, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according
to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to
obtain a CQI; and receives the CQI fed back by the UE. The technical solution of this embodiment can be applied to a
multi-node collaboration system, so as to solve a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be applied to a
multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement solution to the multi-node collaboration
system.
[0171] Optionally, for the base station in the embodiment, in a scenario in which dynamic node selection or dynamic
node silence is used as a collaboration method in a multi-node collaboration system to which the base station is applied,
the determining module 20 in the base station of the embodiment is specifically configured to determine one CQI
configuration, where the one CQI configuration includes at least one first combination. The indicating module 21 is
specifically configured to indicate the one CQI configuration determined by the determining module 20 to the UE, where
the one CQI configuration includes at least one first combination, so that the UE performs valid signal processing and
interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode of
each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corre-
sponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination, and performs CQI calculation according to the
one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination
to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination. The receiving module 22 is specifically
configured to receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination fed back by the UE.
[0172] Optionally, in a scenario in which various different multi-node collaboration technologies are used as collabo-
ration methods in a multi-node collaboration system, each collaboration method corresponds to one type of CQI con-
figuration. For example, the base station, during scheduling, may select and use one of joint transmission/collaboration
scheduling/dynamic node as a manner for the UE to transmit data, so the UE needs to calculate a CQI corresponding
to the collaboration method of joint transmission/collaboration scheduling/dynamic node and feed the CQI back to the
base station, and therefore the base station selects a collaboration method to schedule the UE. Also the base station
may further implement switching among various collaboration methods. In the scenario in which various different multi-
node collaboration technologies are used as collaboration methods in a multi-node collaboration system, the determining
module 20 in the base station of the embodiment is specifically configured to determine at least one CQI configuration,
where each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration includes one first combination. The indicating module
21 is specifically configured to indicate the at least one CQI configuration determined by the determining module 20 to
the UE, where each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration includes one first combination, so that the
UE performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and
an interfering signal processing mode in the one first combination included in each CQI configuration of the at least one
CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the
at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering
signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corre-
sponding to the at least one CQI configuration. The receiving module 22 is specifically configured to receive the at least
one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration fed back by the UE.
[0173] Optionally, the indicating module 21 in the base station in the embodiment is specifically configured to send,
to the UE, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the UE determines, according to a CQI configuration
included in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
the indicating module 21 is specifically configured to send, to the UE, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration
and an index number used for indicating a configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the UE determines, according
to the bitmap and the index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
the indicating module 21 is specifically configured to send, to the UE, an index number of a CQI configuration used for
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calculating a CQI, so that the UE determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating a CQI and set in a UE and the
index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.
[0174] Optionally, in the embodiment, the valid signal processing mode includes at least one of the following items:
indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, where the valid signal is obtained by measuring
the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for
performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode includes at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating
a resource bearing an interfering signal, where the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the resource; an interfering
signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal;
information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering signal forming manner; and
interference feature information.
[0175] Further optionally, the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing.

[0176] Further optionally, the interfering signal measurement manner includes: measuring the interfering signal directly
on the resource used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes
according to a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal includes:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information of
a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint precoding
at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information includes information indicating that the interfering signal used for calculating
the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

[0177] For details of the signal processing mode and the interference processing mode, reference may also be made
to the record of the method embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0178] In the base station of the embodiment, a specific implementation mechanism of measuring a CQI by adopting
the modules is the same as an implementation mechanism of the relevant method embodiment; for details, reference
may be made to the record of the relevant method embodiment, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0179] The base station of the embodiment, by adopting the modules, can solve a defect of the prior art that CQI
measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration system, and can provide an effective CQI measurement
solution to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0180] FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for measuring a CQI according to an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 9, the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may specifically include a
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base station 30 and a UE 40.
[0181] The base station 30 is configured to determine a CQI configuration, where the CQI configuration includes a
first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode; the base station 30 is further configured to indicate the determined CQI configuration to the UE 40. The UE 40
is configured to obtain the CQI configuration indicated by the base station 30, perform valid signal processing and
interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode
in the first combination in the CQI configuration to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and perform CQI
calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI; then the UE 40 feeds the obtained
CQI back to the base station 30. The base station 30 is further configured to receive the CQI fed back by the UE 40.
[0182] For the base station 30 in the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the base station in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 9 may be specifically adopted, and for the UE 40, the base station of the embodiment shown in FIG. 7 or
FIG 8 may be specifically adopted. Specifically, the record of the relevant method embodiments in which a UE obtains
a CQI configuration from a base station in FIG. 1 to FIG. 6 may be adopted, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0183] In the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the base station is configured to determine a CQI
configuration, where the CQI configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal
processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode; the base station is further configured to indicate the deter-
mined CQI configuration to the UE. The UE 40 is configured to obtain the CQI configuration indicated by the base station,
perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the
interfering signal processing mode in the first combination in the CQI configuration to obtain a valid signal and an
interfering signal, and perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI;
then the UE feeds the obtained CQI back to the base station. The base station is further configured to receive the CQI
fed back by the UE. With the technical solution of this embodiment, a defect of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot
be applied to a multi-node collaboration system can be solved, and an effective CQI measurement solution can be
provided to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0184] FIG. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a system for measuring a CQI according to another embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 10, the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment may specifically
include a base station 50 and a UE 60.
[0185] The UE 60 is configured to obtain a CQI configuration set in the UE, where the CQI configuration includes a
first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode; the UE 60 performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal process-
ing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering
signal; the UE 60 further performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by
the processing module to obtain a CQI; the UE 60 feeds the CQI and the CQI configuration obtained by the calculating
module back to the base station 50. The base station 50 is further configured to receive the CQI and the CQI configuration
fed back by the UE 60.
[0186] For the base station 50 in the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the base station in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 9 may be specifically adopted, and for the UE 60, the base station of the embodiment shown in FIG. 7
may be specifically adopted. Specifically, the record of the relevant method embodiments where a UE obtains a CQI
configuration set in the UE involved in FIG. 1 to FIG. 6 may be adopted, and details are not repeatedly described herein.
[0187] In the system for measuring a CQI of this embodiment, the UE is configured to obtain a CQI configuration set
in the UE, where the CQI configuration includes a first combination, and the first combination includes a valid signal
processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode; the UE performs valid signal processing and interfering
signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first
combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal; the UE further performs CQI calculation according to the
valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; the UE feeds the CQI and the
CQI configuration obtained by the calculating module back to the base station. The base station is further configured to
receive the CQI and the CQI configuration fed back by the UE. With the technical solution of this embodiment, a defect
of the prior art that CQI measurement cannot be applied to a multi-node collaboration system can be solved, and an
effective CQI measurement solution can be provided to the multi-node collaboration system.
[0188] A part of the modules in the apparatuses may be implemented through software, and the software is stored in
a storage medium. For other description of the apparatus embodiments, reference may be made to the aforementioned
method embodiments.
[0189] The apparatus embodiments are merely exemplary, and units described as separate components may be or
may not be physically separated. Components shown as units may be or may not be physical units, that is, may be
integrated or distributed to at least two network units. Some or all of the modules may be selected according to an actual
requirement, so as to achieve the objective of the solution of the embodiment. Persons of ordinary skill in the art may
understand and implement the embodiments without creative efforts.
[0190] Finally, it should be noted that, the foregoing embodiments are merely intended for describing the technical
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solutions of the present invention, other than limiting the present invention. Although the present invention is described
in detail with reference to the foregoing embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art should understood that they
may still make modifications to the technical solutions described in the foregoing embodiments, or make equivalent
replacements to part of the technical features of the technical solutions recorded in the foregoing embodiments; however,
these modifications or replacements do not make the essence of the corresponding technical solutions depart from the
scope of the technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention.
[0191] Further embodiments of the present invention are provided in the following. It should be noted that the numbering
used in the following section does not necessarily need to comply with the numbering used in the previous sections.

Embodiment 1. A method for measuring a channel quality indicator CQI, comprising:

obtaining a channel quality indicator CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises a first combi-
nation, and the first combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode;
performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering
signal;
performing CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a channel quality
indicator CQI; and
feeding the channel quality indicator CQI back to a base station.

Embodiment 2. The method according to embodiment 1, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration comprises:
obtaining the CQI configuration from the base station.
Embodiment 3. The method according to embodiment 2, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base
station comprises: receiving higher-layer signaling carrying the CQI configuration and sent by the base station,
wherein the higher-layer signaling comprises radio resource control signaling.
Embodiment 4. The method according to embodiment 2, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base
station, wherein the CQI configuration comprises the first combination, comprises:

obtaining one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein the one CQI configuration comprises at least
one first combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain the valid signal and the
interfering signal comprises:

performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing
mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination
to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least
one first combination;
the performing CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI
comprises:

performing CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding
to each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding
to the at least one first combination; and
the feeding the CQI back to the base station comprises:

feeding the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination back to the base
station.

Embodiment 5. The method according to embodiment 2, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base
station, wherein the CQI configuration comprises the first combination, comprises:

obtaining at least one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein each CQI configuration of the at least
one CQI configuration comprises the one first combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering
signal comprises:
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performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode and the interfering signal processing mode comprised in the one first combination in each CQI
configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal
corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration;
the performing CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI
comprises:

performing CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding
to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding
to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the feeding the CQI back to the base station comprises:

feeding the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration back to the base
station.

Embodiment 6. The method according to any one of embodiments 2 to 5, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration
from the base station comprises:

obtaining, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, and determining, according
to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtaining, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used
for indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determining, according to the bitmap and the
index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtaining, from the base station, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, and
determining, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in a user equipment and the index
number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

Embodiment 7. The method according to embodiment 1, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration message
comprises: setting the CQI configuration in a user equipment.
Embodiment 8. The method according to any one of embodiments 1 to 7, further comprising:

feeding the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI back to the base station.

Embodiment 9. The method according to embodiment 8, wherein the feeding the CQI configuration used for calcu-
lating the CQI back to the base station comprises:

feeding, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the base station
determines, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, a CQI configuration used for calculating
the CQI; or
feeding, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used
for indicating a configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the base station determines, according to the
bitmap and the index number, a CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
feeding, back to the base station, an index number of a CQI configuration used for calculating a CQI, so that
the base station determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in the base station and
the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

Embodiment 10. The method according to any one of embodiments 1 to 9, wherein the valid signal processing mode
comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a valid
signal, wherein the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of performing
precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal; and a
valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for
indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal, wherein the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the
resource; an interfering signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding process-
ing on an interfering signal; information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering
signal forming manner; and interference feature information.
Embodiment 11. The method according to embodiment 10, wherein
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal comprises:
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a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing.

Embodiment 12. The method according to embodiment 10 or 11, wherein,
the interfering signal measurement manner comprises: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource
used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to
a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information comprises information indicating that the interfering signal used for calcu-
lating the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

Embodiment 13. A method for measuring a channel quality indicator CQI, comprising:

determining a CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises a first combination, and the first
combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode;
indicating the CQI configuration to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing
and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal process-
ing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation
according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI; and
receiving the CQI fed back by the user equipment.

Embodiment 14. The method according to embodiment 13, wherein the determining the CQI configuration, wherein
the CQI configuration comprises the first combination, comprises:

determining one CQI configuration, wherein the one CQI configuration comprises at least one first combination;
the indicating the CQI configuration to the user equipment, so that the user equipment performs the valid signal
processing and the interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering
signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain the valid signal and the interfering signal, and performs
the CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI, comprises:

indicating the one CQI configuration to the user equipment, wherein the one CQI configuration comprises
at least one first combination, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering
signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode
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of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering
signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination, and performs CQI
calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first
combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least
one first combination; and
the receiving the CQI fed back by the user equipment comprises:

receiving the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination and fed back by the
user equipment.

Embodiment 15. The method according to embodiment 13, wherein the determining the CQI configuration, wherein
the CQI configuration comprises a first combination, comprises:

determining at least one CQI configuration, wherein each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration
comprises the one first combination;
the indicating the CQI configuration to the user equipment, so that the user equipment performs the valid signal
processing and the interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering
signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain the valid signal and the interfering signal, and performs
CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI, comprises:

indicating the at least one CQI configuration to the user equipment, wherein each CQI configuration of the
at least one CQI configuration comprises the one first combination, so that the user equipment performs
valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and
an interfering signal processing mode in the one first combination comprised in the each CQI configuration
of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to
each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI calculation according to
one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI
configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the receiving the CQI fed back by the user equipment comprises:

receiving the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration and fed back by the
user equipment.

Embodiment 16. The method according to any one of embodiments 13 to 15, wherein the indicating the CQI con-
figuration to the user equipment comprises:

sending, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the user equipment
determines, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calcu-
lating the CQI; or
sending, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used
for indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the user equipment determines, according
to the bitmap and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
sending, to the user equipment, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that
the user equipment determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in the user equipment
and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

Embodiment 17. The method according to any one of embodiments 13 to 16, wherein the valid signal processing
mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a
valid signal, wherein the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of per-
forming precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal;
and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for
indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal, wherein the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the
resource; an interfering signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding process-
ing on an interfering signal; information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering
signal forming manner; and interference feature information.
Embodiment 18. The method according to embodiment 17, wherein
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal comprises:
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a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing.

Embodiment 19. The method according to embodiment 17 or 18, wherein
the interfering signal measurement manner comprises: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource
used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to
a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information comprises information indicating that the interfering signal used for calcu-
lating the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

Embodiment 20. A user equipment, comprising:

an obtaining module, configured to obtain a CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises a first
combination, and the first combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode;
a processing module, configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according
to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination obtained
by the obtaining module to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal;
a calculating module, configured to perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering
signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; and
a sending module, configured to feed the CQI obtained by the calculating module back to a base station.

Embodiment 21. The user equipment according to embodiment 20, wherein
the obtaining module is further configured to obtain the CQI configuration from the base station.
Embodiment 22. The user equipment according to embodiment 21, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to receive higher-layer signaling carrying the CQI configuration and
sent by the base station, wherein the higher-layer signaling comprises radio resource control signaling.
Embodiment 23. The user equipment according to embodiment 21, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein the
one CQI configuration comprises at least one first combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode of each first combination of
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the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each first
combination of the at least one first combination;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and
the one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain at
least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first
combination back to the base station.
Embodiment 24. The user equipment according to embodiment 21, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain at least one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein
each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration comprises the one first combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode comprised in the one first
combination in each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and
the one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at
least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI
configuration back to the base station.
Embodiment 25. The user equipment according to embodiment 21, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to: obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI
configuration, and determine, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration
used for calculating the CQI; or
obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determine, according to the bitmap and the index
number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtain, from the base station, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determine,
according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in a user equipment and the index number, the CQI
configuration used for calculating the CQI.
Embodiment 26. The user equipment according to embodiment 20, wherein
the obtaining module is configured to obtain the CQI configuration set in the user equipment.
Embodiment 27. The user equipment according to embodiment 26, wherein
the sending module is further configured to feed the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI back to the base
station.
Embodiment 28. The user equipment according to embodiment 26, wherein
the sending module is specifically configured to: feed, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI
configuration, so that the base station determines, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the
CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
feed, back to the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the base station determines, according to the bitmap
and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
feed, back to the base station, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the
base station determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in the base station and the
index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.
Embodiment 29. The user equipment according to any one of embodiments 20 to 28, wherein
the valid signal processing mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for
indicating a resource bearing a valid signal, wherein the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a
precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for performing
power adjustment on a valid signal; and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for
indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal, wherein the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the
resource; an interfering signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding process-
ing on an interfering signal; information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering
signal forming manner; and interference feature information.
Embodiment 30. The user equipment according to embodiment 29, wherein
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
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a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing.

Embodiment 31. The user equipment according to embodiment 29 or 30, wherein
the interfering signal measurement manner comprises: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource
used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to
a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information comprises information indicating that the interfering signal used for calcu-
lating the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

Embodiment 32. Abase station, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine a CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises
a first combination, and the first combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode;
an indicating module, configured to indicate the CQI configuration determined by the determining module to a
user equipment, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination
to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation according to the valid signal and
the interfering signal to obtain a CQI; and
a receiving module, configured to receive the CQI fed back by the user equipment.

Embodiment 33. The base station according to embodiment 32, wherein
the determining module is specifically configured to determine one CQI configuration, wherein the one CQI config-
uration comprises at least one first combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the one CQI configuration to the user equipment, wherein
the one CQI configuration comprises at least one first combination, so that the user equipment performs valid signal
processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal
processing mode of each first combination of the at least one first combination to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each first combination of the at least one first combination, and performs CQI
calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding to each first combination
of the at least one first combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first combination; and
the receiving module is specifically configured to receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one first
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combination and fed back by the user equipment.
Embodiment 34. The base station according to embodiment 32, wherein
the determining module is specifically configured to determine at least one CQI configuration, wherein each CQI
configuration of the at least one CQI configuration comprises the one first combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the at least one CQI configuration to the user equipment,
wherein each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration comprises the one first combination, so that
the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal
processing mode and an interfering signal processing mode in the one first combination comprised in the each CQI
configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding
to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI calculation according to one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to
obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the indicating module is specifically configured to receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one
CQI configuration and fed back by the user equipment.
Embodiment 35. The base station according to embodiment 32, wherein
the indicating module is specifically configured to: send, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI
configuration, so that the user equipment determines, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap,
the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
send, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the user equipment determines, according to the
bitmap and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
send, to the user equipment, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the
user equipment determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in the user equipment and
the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.
Embodiment 36. The base station according to any one of embodiments 32 to 35, wherein the valid signal processing
mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for indicating a resource bearing a
valid signal, wherein the valid signal is obtained by measuring the resource; a precoding processing mode of per-
forming precoding processing on a valid signal; information used for performing power adjustment on a valid signal;
and a valid signal forming manner; and/or
the interference processing mode comprises at least one of the following items: indication information used for
indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal, wherein the interfering signal is obtained by measuring the
resource; an interfering signal measurement manner; a precoding processing mode of performing precoding process-
ing on an interfering signal; information used for performing power adjustment on an interfering signal; an interfering
signal forming manner; and interference feature information.
Embodiment 37. The base station according to embodiment 36, wherein
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on a signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing.

Embodiment 38. The base station according to embodiment 36 or 37, wherein
the interfering signal measurement manner comprises: measuring the interfering signal directly on the resource
used for bearing the interfering signal and/or measuring interference generated by one or more nodes according to
a resource bearing a channel of the one or more nodes; and/or
the precoding processing mode of performing precoding processing on an interfering signal comprises:

a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming; or
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a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts beam forming and a manner indicating that joint precoding
processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, and information
of a codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, and information indicating that joint
precoding processing is used; or
a manner indicating that precoding processing adopts codebook-based precoding processing, information of a
codebook used for selecting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix, information indicating that joint precoding
processing is used, and information of adjusting a precoding vector or a precoding matrix involving in joint
precoding at the time of using joint precoding processing; and/or
the interference feature information comprises information indicating that the interfering signal used for calcu-
lating the CQI is long-term statistical interference or instantaneous interference.

Embodiment 39. A system for measuring a channel quality indicator CQI, comprising: a base station and a user
equipment, wherein
the base station is configured to determine a CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises a first
combination, and the first combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an interfering signal processing
mode; and indicate the determined CQI configuration to the user equipment;
the user equipment is configured to obtain the CQI configuration indicated by the base station, perform valid signal
processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal
processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI calculation
according to the valid signal and the interfering signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; feed the
CQI obtained by the calculating module back to the base station; perform CQI calculation according to the valid
signal and the interfering signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; and feed the obtained CQI back
to the base station; and
the base station is further configured to receive the CQI fed back by the user equipment.
Embodiment 40. A system for measuring a CQI, comprising: a base station and a user equipment, wherein
the user equipment is configured to obtain a CQI configuration set in the user equipment, wherein the CQI config-
uration comprises a first combination, and the first combination comprises a valid signal processing mode and an
interfering signal processing mode; perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to
the valid signal processing mode and the interfering signal processing mode in the first combination to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal; perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal
obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; and feed the CQI and the CQI configuration obtained by the
calculating module back to the base station; and
the base station is further configured to receive the CQI and the CQI configuration fed back by the user equipment.

Claims

1. A method for measuring a channel quality indicator, CQI, comprising:

obtaining (100, 200, 300) a CQI configuration from a base station, wherein the CQI configuration comprises a
combination, and the combination comprises a valid signal processing mode configuration and an interfering
signal processing mode configuration;
performing (101, 201, 301) valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal
processing mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configuration in the combination to
obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal;
performing (102, 202, 302) CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a
CQI; and
feeding (103, 203, 303) the CQI back to the base station;
wherein the valid signal processing mode configuration comprises indication information used for indicating a
resource bearing a valid signal, and the interfering signal processing mode configuration comprises indication
information used for indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base station comprises:
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receiving higher-layer signaling carrying the CQI configuration from the base station, wherein the higher-layer
signaling comprises radio resource control signaling.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base station, comprises:

obtaining one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein the one CQI configuration comprises at least
one combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configuration in the combination to obtain the
valid signal and the interfering signal comprises:

performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal processing
mode configuration and an interfering signal processing mode configuration of each combination of the at
least one combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each combination
of the at least one combination;
the performing CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI
comprises:

performing CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding
to each combination of the at least one combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at
least one combination; and
the feeding the CQI back to the base station comprises:

feeding the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one combination back to the base station.

4. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base station, wherein
the CQI configuration comprises the combination, comprises:

obtaining at least one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein each CQI configuration of the at least
one CQI configuration comprises the one combination;
the performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configuration in the combination to obtain a valid
signal and an interfering signal comprises:

performing valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to the valid signal processing
mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configuration comprised in the one combi-
nation in each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration;
the performing CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain the CQI
comprises:

performing CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering signal corresponding
to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding
to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the feeding the CQI back to the base station comprises:

feeding the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration back to the base
station.

5. The method according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein the obtaining the CQI configuration from the base station
comprises:

obtaining, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, and determining, according
to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtaining, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used
for indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determining, according to the bitmap and the
index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtaining, from the base station, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, and
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determining, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in a user equipment and the index
number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

6. A user equipment, comprising:

an obtaining module (10), configured to obtain a CQI configuration, wherein the CQI configuration comprises
a combination, and the combination comprises a valid signal processing mode configuration and an interfering
signal processing mode configuration;
a processing module (11), configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing ac-
cording to the valid signal processing mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configu-
ration in the combination obtained by the obtaining module to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal;
a calculating module (12), configured to perform CQI calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering
signal obtained by the processing module to obtain a CQI; and
a sending module (13), configured to feed the CQI obtained by the calculating module back to a base station;
wherein the valid signal processing mode configuration comprises indication information used for indicating a
resource bearing a valid signal, and the interfering signal processing mode configuration comprises indication
information used for indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal.

7. The user equipment according to claim 6, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to receive higher-layer signaling carrying the CQI configuration and
sent by the base station, wherein the higher-layer signaling comprises radio resource control signaling.

8. The user equipment according to claim 6 or 7, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein the
one CQI configuration comprises at least one combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to a valid signal processing mode configuration and an interfering signal processing mode configuration
of each combination of the at least one combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding
to each combination of the at least one combination;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and
the one interfering signal corresponding to each combination of the at least one combination to obtain at least one
CQI corresponding to the at least one combination; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one combi-
nation back to the base station.

9. The user equipment according to claim 6 or 7, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to obtain at least one CQI configuration from the base station, wherein
each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration comprises the one combination;
the processing module is specifically configured to perform valid signal processing and interfering signal processing
according to the valid signal processing mode configuration and the interfering signal processing mode configuration
comprised in the one combination in each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid
signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration;
the calculating module is specifically configured to perform CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and
the one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain at
least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the sending module is specifically configured to feed the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI
configuration back to the base station.

10. The user equipment according to any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein
the obtaining module is specifically configured to:

obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, and determine, according to
the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtain, from the base station, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, and determine, according to the bitmap and the index
number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
obtain, from the base station, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, and
determine, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in a user equipment and the index number,
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the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.

11. A base station, comprising:

a determining module (20), configured to determine a channel quality indicator, CQI, configuration, wherein the
CQI configuration comprises a combination, and the combination comprises a valid signal processing mode
configuration and an interfering signal processing mode configuration;
an indicating module (21), configured to indicate the CQI configuration determined by the determining module
(20) to a user equipment, so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal
processing according to the valid signal processing mode configuration and the interfering signal processing
mode configuration in the combination to obtain a valid signal and an interfering signal, and performs CQI
calculation according to the valid signal and the interfering signal to obtain a CQI; and
a receiving module (22), configured to receive the CQI fed back by the user equipment;
wherein the valid signal processing mode configuration comprises indication information used for indicating a
resource bearing a valid signal, and the interfering signal processing mode configuration comprises indication
information used for indicating a resource bearing an interfering signal.

12. The base station according to claim 11, wherein
the determining module is specifically configured to determine one CQI configuration, wherein the one CQI config-
uration comprises at least one combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the one CQI configuration to the user equipment, so that
the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid signal
processing mode configuration and an interfering signal processing mode configuration of each combination of the
at least one combination to obtain one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each combination of
the at least one combination, and performs CQI calculation according to the one valid signal and the one interfering
signal corresponding to each combination of the at least one combination to obtain at least one CQI corresponding
to the at least one combination; and
the receiving module is specifically configured to receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one
combination and fed back by the user equipment.

13. The base station according to claim 11, wherein
the determining module is specifically configured to determine at least one CQI configuration, wherein each CQI
configuration of the at least one CQI configuration comprises the one combination;
the indicating module is specifically configured to indicate the at least one CQI configuration to the user equipment,
so that the user equipment performs valid signal processing and interfering signal processing according to a valid
signal processing mode configuration and an interfering signal processing mode configuration in the one combination
comprised in the each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration to obtain one valid signal and one
interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the at least one CQI configuration, and performs CQI
calculation according to one valid signal and one interfering signal corresponding to each CQI configuration of the
at least one CQI configuration to obtain at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one CQI configuration; and
the indicating module is specifically configured to receive the at least one CQI corresponding to the at least one
CQI configuration and fed back by the user equipment.

14. The base station according to any one of claims 11 to 13, wherein the indicating module is specifically configured to:

send, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration, so that the user equipment
determines, according to the CQI configuration comprised in the bitmap, the CQI configuration used for calcu-
lating the CQI; or
send, to the user equipment, a bitmap used for indicating the CQI configuration and an index number used for
indicating the configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the user equipment determines, according to
the bitmap and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI; or
send, to the user equipment, an index number of the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI, so that the
user equipment determines, according to a bitmap used for calculating the CQI and set in the user equipment
and the index number, the CQI configuration used for calculating the CQI.
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